Glutamatergic reticulospinal neurons in the mouse: developmental origins, axon projections, and functional connectivity.
Subcortical descending glutamatergic neurons, such as reticulospinal (RS) neurons, play decisive roles in the initiation and control of many motor behaviors in mammals. However, little is known about the mechanisms used by RS neurons to control spinal motor networks because most of the neuronal elements involved have not been identified and characterized. In this review, we compare, in the embryonic mouse, the timing of developmental events that lead to the formation of synaptic connections between RS and spinal cord neurons. We then summarize our recent research in the postnatal mouse on the organization of synaptic connections between RS neurons and lumbar axial motoneurons (MNs), hindlimb MNs, and commissural interneurons. Finally, we give a brief account of some of the most recent studies on the intrinsic capabilities for plasticity of the mammalian RS system. The present review should give an updated insight into how functional specificity in RS motor networks emerges.